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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2016.2 here. 

  

Create the best Web experiences in browsers and 

devices with our user interface controls designed 

expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 

You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web 

technology without the need for plug-ins or 

extensions. 

 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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Release Notes 

Work 
Item ID Component Product Impact Description 

221400 igCombo Bug Fix 
Incorrect ID for Combo when utilizing ComboFor MVC helper with a model with a nested 
object 

224541 igEditor Improvement Editor client event name mismatch (MouseLeave) 

221280 igEditor Bug Fix 

Incorrect ID for TextEditor when utilizing EditorFor MVC helper with a model with a nested 
object 
Note: 
Resolved an issue where the EditorFor MVC helper used on a nested model property would not 
generate the correct ID for the jQuery script portion. 

220775 igEditor (igDateEditor) Bug Fix Edit mask is lost after opening the dropdown 

221418 igEditor (igDatePicker) Bug Fix Notification for exceeding the minimum value is shown after changing the minDate at runtime 

225623 igEditor (igMaskEditor) Bug Fix Allow setting an emptyChar to not-required position 

221118 igEditor (igNumericEditor) Bug Fix Dropdown keyboard interaction for navigate through the list items not working 

220712 igEditor (igTextEditor) Bug Fix Typed text is reverted to previous value in case the drop down is opened 

220627 igFunnelChart Improvement 

igFunnelChart - add missing text color options 
Note: 
Added textColor and outerLabelTextColor properties 

220538 igGrid Bug Fix 
The notification message for reverting the igDatePicker to a valid min/max value should be not 
shown when canceling the change/update in igGrid 

225866 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
Last column`s summary is not displayed when there is initially fixed column and fixed 
virtualization enabled 

226718 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 

No error is thrown if ColumnFixing is enabled and column widths are set in % and there is a 
defaultColumnWidth set. 
Note: 
An error is thrown indicating a not supported scenario. 
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226135 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 

When showHeader = FALSE fixed area's header can't be hidden. 
Note: 
When there is at least one fixed column and set option showHeader to false then fixed header 
does not hide. 

219581 igGrid (ColumnHiding) Bug Fix 
Vertical scrollbar appears when unhiding a column and the grid height is bigger than the rows 
combined 

221919 igGrid (ColumnMoving) Bug Fix Drop indicators are not displayed correctly 

221209 igGrid (Filtering) Bug Fix Simple Filtering button is misaligned when filterButtonLocation="right". 

225658 igGrid (Filtering) Bug Fix 
When trying to open the filter dialog via the keyboard from the filter drop-down an error is 
thrown 

222983 igGrid (GroupBy) Bug Fix 
Keyboard navigation is not working when row is selected and there is at least one grouped 
record 

224110 igGrid (GroupBy) Bug Fix Ungrouping a column with Updating enabled causes the Add row to shift in Internet Explorer 

220776 igGrid (Summaries) Bug Fix 
Header icon of the last column gets hidden when grid is initialized on a widget element that is 
initially detached from the document 

224179 igGrid (Updating) 
Breaking 
Change (API) 

Editors are trimmed  when editMode is set to "dialog" in igGrid 
Note: 
Changed the default width of the RowEditDialog to 400px to make sure it fits its editors when 
they are set to default width. 

226001 igGrid (Updating) Bug Fix 

Add New Row is not updated with new readOnly settings for columns. 
Note: 
Resolved an issue in igGridUpdating causing not all cells to update their "readonly" attributes 
when changing if columns should be read-only from the feature's columnSettings. 

220884 igGrid (Virtualization) Bug Fix 
Resizing in px when Virtualization is enabled and autofitLastColumn is false, causes grid data 
table width to be greater than grid THEAD width 

185895 igHierarchicalGrid (Paging) Bug Fix Paging does not persist the state of the child grids in Hierarchical Grid 

221207 
igHierarchicalGrid 
(Updating) Bug Fix 

When hovering a Hierarchical Grid (without height) child the Delete button shows twice with 
certain offset between the two 

220802 igValidator Bug Fix No indication for optional/required fields 
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221616 MVC (Editor) Bug Fix 

Unable to reuse Regex for client and server-side validation 
Note: 
Added extra escaping when rendering the string regex to preserve the intended state after 
rendering and new RegExp() creation on the client. 

221618 MVC (Editor) Improvement 

DataAnnotation validation for Email and Compare to another field not working 
Note: 
Added support for EmailAddress and Compare Data Annotation Validation Attributes 

225131 MVC (Grid Paging) 
Breaking 
Change (API) 

TotalRecordCount is exposed to the end user when it is supposed to be a private 
member/method 
Note: 
TotalRecordCount is removed from the public API. 

222468 MVC (Grid Updating) Bug Fix 

SpinDelta option is not exposed to the MVC 
wrapper(ColumnUpdatingDateEditorOptionsWrapper) 
Note: 
Added SpinDelta to DateEditor Model and Wrapper 

220653 Script Combiner Bug Fix Script Combiner does not load the widget dependencies 

 


